es mejor que el esquema tradicional de diferencias finitas ya que arroja tasas de convergencia cuadráticas, errores de truncamiento de segundo orden y mejores aproximaciones a la solución exacta.
Introduction
The most simple way to solve partial differential equations is the use of efficient methods like finite difference methods [4] . They assume that the discretization of differential equation and boundary conditions are simultaneously valid at the extended boundary nodes but this is not completely correct. To avoid this problem mimetic methods have been developed. They are based on the discretization of continuum differential operators like gradient and divergence [1] ; they verify the discrete versions of Green identity and they guaranty that the discretization of the boundary conditions and of the differential equation are compatible. Combination of second order mimetic discretization with Crank-Nicolson approach in time has not been reported in the contest of unsteady diffusion equation. In this article is presented this new approach. Its content has been distributed in the following way. In the next section we shortly describe the second order mimetic discretization for gradient and divergence operators. Next, we present the one dimensional transient diffusion equation and a new mimetic scheme for its solution. After that, a convergence analysis is presented. Next, illustrative 1D test problem is developed. It provides a solid evidence of the advantage of new scheme against standard finite difference and finally we summarize the conclusions of the present work.
Mimetic operators
Mimetic methods [1, 3] should provide discretizations [G] , [D] and [B] for corresponding continuous gradient (∇), divergence (∇·) and boundary operator ∂u ∂ n . They satisfy a discrete version of Green identity:
where P and Q are inner product's weights. The operator [B] is obtained by the explicit formula:
and it is a very important operator for boundary conditions. In order to obtain the description of operators [G] and [D] , one dimensional mimetic grid is sketched in Figure 1 . In figure 1 , x i for i = 1, . . . , N represented by vertical lines defines blocks edges, black inner points represent nodes. A peculiar feature of mimetic grid is that nodes and edges u u u u u
while for boundaries is:
The expression for mimetic divergence [D] discretization at block centers is given by the formula:
It is important to notice that equations (2)- (5) are all second order expressions.
Mimetic Crank-Nicolson scheme
The general form of one dimensional unsteady diffusion equation is represented by:
where K is the transfer diffusivity coefficient anf F is the known term source. In order to obtain a well posed problem with an unique and stable solution, we apply a general Robin boundary condition:
with initial condition:
We propose a new scheme for the diffusion equation based on Crank-Nicolson scheme, that is obtained by the combination of implicit and explicit difference schemes. The first one takes the form:
with boundary condition:
where [T ] is a diagonal time matrix whose nonzero entries are 1 dt with dt the time step. Vectors U and F are temperature and source approximations on the mimetic grid nodes. Similarly explicit scheme is given by the expression:
where [A] is the corresponding boundary matrix with nonzero entries α and f are approximations on the grid nodes at the boundary. Combining equations (9)- (12) we obtain the mimetic Crank-Nicolson scheme for one dimensional diffusion equation:
It is a system of (N + 2) × (N + 2) equations which are listed below. First equation is given by:
and represents second order discretization of Robin boundary condition at the node x 0 . By simmetry a similar expression exists for the x N node who is showed in Figure 2 . Second equation is: Third equation is not standard because it contains four terms in its expression. It is centered in the x 3 2 node.
Because of simmetry a similar expression is given for x N − 5 2
node (see Figure 4 ). node.
This group of equations correspond to all inner nodes (see Figure 5 ): Those are classical expressions of standard finite difference method. 
Convergence analysis
Convergence to the exact solution is the most important property of every finite difference method. We will show that mimetic Crank-Nicolson scheme is consistent with diffusion equation and unconditionally stable. Then using Lax theorem we will conclude that new method is convergent. First step of the proof is the substitution of boundary conditions equations (14) into the equations (15) and (16). After that we obtain the following discretizations:
These equations may be written in the next form: As a second step we write the associated system using the equations (17), (20) and (21):
where r = ∆t h 2 and their eigenvalues are µ =
(1−rλ) (1+rλ) . The last step of the proof is to show that µ ≤ 1. To obtain this result we have to verify that λ ≥ 0. This is done applying Gershgorin theorem at each equation of system (25), so the spectral radius is less or equal than one and it means that new method is uncoditionally stable and by Lax-Friedrichs theorem is convegent. More details of this proof in [6] .
Comparative numerical study
We present one dimensional test problem solved with new mimetic scheme (MIMETIC) and standard finite difference based on ghost points (FD). The equation is:
defined in (0, 1) and boundary Robin's contidions:
(27)
Equations (23)- (26) form a well posed mathematic problem whith analitic solution: Graphical representation of errors computed in modulus maximum norm is displayed in Figure 6 . Here the lower is a line better is the approximation. Observe that blue line associated with mimetic scheme is below green line associated with finite difference method, this remark that new scheme is better than the other method.
Conclusions and discussion
A new mimetic scheme to approximate the solution of diffusion equation has been presented. We show that new method is consistent, unconditionally stable and convergent.
Comparative numerical study shows that mimetic method produces smaller errors than those obtained with standard finite difference and second order convergence rates. This could be attributed to the use of ghost points in FD scheme. Computer implementation of new method is not harder than FD scheme and the high quality of the approximation evidences that mimetic method is a good alternative in the solution of diffusion problems.
